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Crack Down:
Apartheid Protestors
BALTIMORE, MD (CPS)
«Over the last few weeks
Desiree Gran, a Johns Hopkin~
grad student, has been picked up
bodily by police, dragged by her
feet across grass and concrete
dropped into a paddy wagon:
handcuffed and pushed into a
cold, metal cell, where she was
kept in solitary confinement for
nine hours.
Her university then charged
h~r with trespassing, loitering,
disorderly conduct and disobey-
ing a police office.
JHU President Dr. Steven
Muller says his administration
--which last week dropped the
charges against Graw and 12 other
students arrested for defying a
campus ban on building "shan-
ties" meant to symbolize pover-
ty in South Africa -- actually is
growing more lenient toward
anti-apartheid protestors.
. ~ut,. if recent events are any
indication, students joining a
round of nationwide anti-
apartheid protests scheduled for
hundreds of campuses this
month can expect rougher treat-
ment ftom authorities.
'.\'t. ~ '\h:M. \n it.. n~ of.
cases college officials are getting
tougher on protestors,"
observes Richard Knight of the
American Committee on Africa
(ACA), which helps coordinate
campus anti-apartheid efforts
nationwide.
Texas, Yale, Illinois, Utah,
Missouri, Indiana and Dart-
mouth, among others, are all
striking "get tough" poses
toward anti-apartheid students
who, up until last spring, could
count on demonstrasting without
much personal risk.
At that point, administrators
Alumni and students turned out in great numbers for Alumni weekend and homecoming.
Spiritual Healing
Waves of Mysticism Hit U.S.
by Elizabeth HulTman
Managing Editor
The College Voice
On September 30, The New
York Times printed a front page
story enti led "Spiritual Con-
eepts Drawlng a Different Breed
of Adherent" on the waves of
occultism and Eastern mysticism
sweeping the u.s.
On October 2, a group of
Conn. College students attended
a "Spiritual Healing Session"
held by Carl Hewitt in Chester-
field, Connecticut.
Seven men and women
assisted Hewitt during an infor-
mal ceremony accompanied by
meditative music. Each healer
stood bebind a chair with their
eyes closed. They focused on
centering themselves, so they
could channel positive energy.
Students and others from the
small gathering walked forward
to sit in the chairs. The healers
toucbed them where they sensed
energy in conflict.
This form of healing is •'simp-
ly the transferring of energy
from one person to another,
bridging the gap between the
spirit and the physical," said
Hewitt.
Hewitt is a minister ordained
in tbe National Spiritual
Association of Churches. He is
also a medium. According to
Hewitt the power to heal is a
facet of mediumship. He can
enter into an altered state of con-
sciousness and become clair-
voyant as well as clairaudiant.
"1 have the same powers as
Joan of Arc, but they destroyed
those people, then," said
Hewitt.
There has been a shortage of
mediums since the fourth cen-
tury with the rise of the
priesthood. "They are a threat
to the person in the clergy that
doesn't have the spirit," Hewitt
said.
The priests have gained power
by "instilling fear in the minds
of the people and teaching the
workings of the devil," said
Hewitt who asks, "God must've
created the devil, and why create,
the competition?"
He perceives religions as try-
ing to control people. In his own
religious practices, he thinks of
his duty as a preacher "like
planting the seeds. You have to
nurture thcnl.·,
Hewitt explained some history
of faith neaung, mediumship and
the presence of an enormous
amount of material on psychic
phenomenon in the Bible. He
cited examples of people who
had had experiences with unex-
plained energy forces. He
recommended Shirley Maclaine's
upcoming tv. series, Out on "a
Limb, and predicted our en-
trance into an Age of Spiritual
Enlightenment.
Hewitt first met with Conn.
students when he lectured in
June Macklin's Medical An-
throplogy class September 29.
Macklin has "dabbled" in
American Spiritualism since
1970. After studying traditional
methods of healing in Latin
America. sbe t'ea\iz.ed that there
WCTC altCTn8U:VC nwthods of:
healing "right under my nose. II
Modern Spiritualism
"resolves the conflict between
science and religion which
began with Darwin's knocking
man out of his special place,"
says Macklin.
Hewitt and many others
'believe in a faith that "redefines
death. It never happens. You
simply make the transition to
another plane," says Macklin.
Through her involvement in
spiritual development Macklin
met Hewitt whose openness and
coni. on p.8
Edward. Filosi: 1925-1986
Alexandra Stoddard
News Editor
The College vcke
Edward Russell Filosi, a
carpenter in the Maintenance
Department at Connecticut-
College, died shortly after mid-
night on the morning of Sunday,
October 19th. He was pronounc-
ed dead on arrival at Lawrence
and Memorial Hospital, follow-
ing a cardiac arrest.
Born May 16,1925 in East
Lyme, Filosi had worked as a
carpenter at the college since
October of 1969. In 1977, he
was promoted to Carpenter
Foreman but he stepped down in
November of 1980 after a period
of heart trouble, and continued
in his job as carpenter.
"Ed was very good at his
trade. He was' friendly to
everyone who knew him," said
Bob Shea, a fellow worker of
Filosi's for over 17 years.
John Mclaughlin, who hid
worked with Filosi closely tor
five years said, "We worked as
a team, it was mainly the two of
us. Ed was like an ambassador.
He would go around from
department to department, tell-
ing everybody new jokes and
always having something nice to
say .' '
Thomas Sheridan, Director of
Personnel at the college, said
com. on p.8
began sending police to break up
protestors and their "shanty"
villages for the first time. often
on the grounds the flimsy struc-
tures -- none too sturdy and fre-
quently the target of violent van-
dalism by movement opponents
-- posed insurance risks for the
schools.
Now. administrators seem less
shy about breaking up the pro-
tests, often explaining it's
necessary to maintain a campus
order.
The ACA's Josh Nessen says
it's because students themselves
are tending to use more violent,
confrontative tactics than in re-
cent years.
The crackdowns, ironically
enough, are coming as more
schools -- about 50 so far this
year, the ACA says -- are selling
shares in companies that do
business in segregationist South
Africa.
Just last week, for example.
Harvard, Bucknell and Southern
Cal voted to sell all or part of
their South African holdings.
The same week, Mis'Souri ar-
rested \1 protestot""S. \.t VoIa-S \he
{"'""-~ '\lM. '-A o:N_ ~ ..
trespassing charges against pro-
testors, says Maj. Jack Watring
of the campus police.
Nearby, Illinois refiled
trespassing charges against 16
students involved in a campus
protest last spring. Yale
suspended four.
Dartmouth -- which refused to
give diplomas to five protestors
last spring -- is imposing stricter
disciplinary rules to try to
minimize litigation with
students, spokesman Alex
Huppe says.
Some think it's no accident
colleges are getting tough and
divesting at the same time.
., Administrators do not want to
seem to be buckling in to
students," says Alan Chandler
of the University of Utah's
Students Against Apartheid.
Of the campuses that
disciplined anti-apartheid
students last week. Johns
Hopkins and Illinois are
scheduled to reconsider
divestiture soon. Missouri
already has sold some $5 million
worth of stock in firms with
South African operations.
But most schools say they're
cracking down to maintain order
Ion campus, not to avoid looking
1"(I1/!" (/11 p.8
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Letter From The Publisher
I //(/1'(' been approached bv numerous
!u'op/e who have asked nu: \1'/'" there //(1\"
/"'('11 II rash IIf letter» 10 tlu: ediu»: with II/(,
au/hor's Ill/me withheld, As (/ nurttcr of
nolie.\'. l will withol«! tlu: name ora!!\' (IIIi'
wishins; 10 he published llf/OJ1Yl!1f1lfsh.
This does 1101II/ellll, 1IOII'c,'el', I//(I/ l likc
!:l dn it . I .tind if nuhc-r {mllo-,';Ilg \\'IIell so-
\\\,:'0'1(' rc.·quC!sls this for no lo~d('(ll n·usOI1.n nnl' is t:o;ng 10 (,xl'rc,~,'i (l pot"n~r,"few'"; , .
lliillk, (JI/(' should h,' prepared 10 si~1I
""(' \ 1IIIIIIi', aud deli-lid Ihis poill! of l'i"11'.
nil' 011/1' juslil/llhle /"('lISOIi ./,,,.
II'j,hhnltlinJ.: ({ 11{f1J1l'shnuld he it Ihe suIJ.
jc('( 111l111cr is or WI ;"/CI1.\"{'!r {}('rsolla!
11(/1111"('; If}r (',\"(/111/'/('. (/ ,mlPh h''1JOII1l'tind
";1II01iO'l might ht' I'll alcoholic student
"'II1l/jug [0 Illcr! olhct'\" 01" [he IW:'lIrds or
dl'illkillg, III this ClI,\{', it ""!/lId hI'
rc'(/SOll11hll' for litis student 10 reqUl'sl
lil/ollymil\, .
Will/I I t/o hm'e troll"'" lI'ith. hOIl'''''l'l',
is il/tdlecII/lIl hl'poCl'isl', II/ I1Ir t/e{il/itioll
,'1' this tl'l'l1I.I;IIllIllthosl' people who WI1I-
("'.W' all clah(lra(e tfrl.!wnelll for puhlica-
!i01!, tnn thenfail to have (he convutionto
sigll their name 10 it; thes« pcop!« will
complain about somcthine or depr('c{/!e
SOIJ/{'on(', vet arc not willing 10 take the
hccu o!, (I counter-a rgument, Worse. are
I,eo/,Ie like the fictitious "Walku:« FI'I'I'-
mont .. \1'110 luis written Iwo letters I: 'he
ct/;",I' (tIl<' .first of which IVI' nublishcd}.
11l(' r>ersol1 who wrote the~(' letlers is ~JO'
'rC'\,";:'!J"("rf"rf (.If rhe CoHeg(' wlder 'he name
(~l'Freemonl' '. W11o{'1'crhe or she mighl
hc. !",ollit/like lopuMish I!II' II'I/crs, hilI
1I'h." lite dl'ceplioll!
1'/111/01Sllre il" 111('-situaliol/ is goillg 10
~el hetlcr, Bill I hope Ihat ill thl' fii/llre
pl'opll' weigh ,,"rl'fi"'" the opliol/ of
IIlI00n'mit." iI/ Iheil' lel/('I's, Stant/ing IIpfo'l'
olle's hdil'f.i' is ,/II l'S-'e/1/ial I'"'" of an
cdllclIlion. not /0 l1Ie/1/ion lIt/lllthood.
S;nc('I'e/." \'(1111'S.
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These
Are
Clubs
Teams
We see them every day practicing on Harkness field,
running through campus, sweating at the Athletic
Center; they're no mere athletes; they are, in fact,
members of Sports Clubs,
Sports Clubs are an interesting phenomenon at Conn.
While they are competitive with our rival schools, both
providing prestige and recognition to the College, as well
as serving the Admissions office seeking talented
athletes, they receive almost no support from the Ad-
ministration.
Why?
It is obvious that above and beyond offerlng+students
the chance to play rugby, or say ,skiing inap9't;npetitive
college atmosphere, SportClubsseJ;Ve$~col~geby em-
phasizing a dive~sitY of activities andstudzuts'€onn is
the place of the scholaran~ the ded\cat<:d
Yet, Sports Clubs this year req.
a grossly inlldequatestudei\!$'
the "way, was .r~centlr incr
Trustees). We. a.pn't bl
mem.bet$;:
the~t.J;ll:l:I.s.
l'heans-wer
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To The Editor: 0
Anne Rosser's letter of promote quality candidates, To GET A $75,000 JOB-- :
10121186 ["Think Before You because poor ones would tarnish RUNNING THE ECONOMV? ..
Vote'1, reflects a growing pro- the entire ticker. Under a strong 2:
blem in American politics --the party system, once in office the ~
decline of responsibility and legislator would be compelled to
political accountability. This establish a good party voting
phenomenon is due to the ero- record. Today. special interest
sion of the power of political lobbies and PAC's now fill the
parties. Today, candidates void left by the declining party
generally run as individuals, mfluence.
party affiliation being of secon- I suggest a return to strong
dary importance. Given this political parties. I am not ad-
dismal state of affairs, Anne vocating a return to the era when
Roesser's criteria for selecting a government was run by party
candidate may very well make bosses in smoke filled rooms.
sense. However, is this trend in Rather, I support a system in
politics a desirable one? I think which political parties fund and
not. nominate candidates, and clarify
The problem with candidates political issues for the elec-
running almost independently torate. When we return to a
from party control, creates system in which the candidate is
legislative inrnobility, lack of associated with a political par-
accountability, and an over- ties' platform, then the voter can
whelming concern for consti- better assess who stands for
tuent pork barrel projects. With what, and more importantly,
such a high degree of legislator when a given policy fails who is
independence, there is much less responsible, In the meantime
incentive to commit oneself to on November 4, remember it i~
an important issue. Further, not only a privalege, but a
leadership becomes extremely responsibility to vote. Go out I
difficult and when given policy and cast your vote intelligently.
fails, who is to blame?
In the past, people voted par-
ty, not the individual. The par-
ties therefore had incentives to
Arguments'
To The Editor:
In his Connthought article,
"Table Talk", Chris Fallows
complained of an apparent lack
of opinion on the Connecticut
College campus. "In general,"
he asserted, "there is little stu-
dent concern for what goes on
outside our immediate environ-
ment."
Mr. Fallows attributed this
lack of opinion to a structure (he
did not bother to tell us what
structure), an attitude (he did not
bother to tell us what attitude),
and, in his conclusion, to "the
restricted atmosphere that you
often find here at Connecticut
College. "
Mr. Fallows furthermore
alluded to "a declining interest
in politics, or anything that
smacks of it" and complained
that because of it "opportunity
for discussion is severely
limited. "
Mr. Fallows gives us the ex-
ample of a dinner-time conver-
sation he had in which "the girl
next to [him] says, in an ag-
gravated tone, 'I really don't
want to get into an argument. I
also don't want to talk about it
while I'm eating.'" He also
warns us that "the lack of in-
terest in the world we live in is
not just restricted to the dining
room." Apparently, the lack of
interest is also in the library and
even in the laundry room.
Cordially,
David C. Philippi '87
24:t ..Conn
Because of the lack of interest
in the world we live in that the
unfortunate Mr. Fallows has
found at his dinner table, at the
library and yes, even in his laun-
dry room, we are told that Conn.
students in general have an at-
titude problem and do not care
about the world outside. I do not
agree with Mr. Fallows. I do
not agree with either his judge-
ment of Connecticut College
students or the basis upon which
he made that judgement.
[ am also a junior but have had
no problems finding an argu-
ment when I really want one. I
have found Connecticut College
students generally interested and
opinionated enough to do some
good arguing over things such as
world events ('·politics") or
perhaps even the World Series.
Furthermore, I find it offen-
sive that Mr. Fallows based his
judgement of me and my peers
based on his own dining and
laundry habits and his failure to
find sufficient argument in the
library. I must furthermore
question the idea of writing an
article about a lack of arguing in
the community, in the first
place. What was Mr. Fallows
thinking about, anyway?
Respectfully submitted,
Dan Collin '88
The College Voice is accepting applications
for the position of Graphics/Photography
Editor. Applications are available at the Voice
Office, Crozier-Williams 212. Applications
are due no later than 5 P.M. November 11.
Continues
Don't Vote Democratic Party
Vote for the party which is ac-
tively pushing South Africa
toward civil war,
Vote for the party supported
by the destructive labor unions,
and narrow-minded special 10-
terest groups.
Vote for the party of
McGovern, Fonda, Hayden,
Jackson (Jesse), and Studds, but
don't lean toward a Republican
party with it's goals of a more
responsible economic policy,
and a safer future for the coun-
try.
What I hope to have proven
through this article is not that
you should vote Republican, but
rather that anyone can diminish
an opponent with ridiculous one-
sided accusations, as I
presumably have just done. To
Kamaras
To The Editor:
We wish to make a reply to
Antonis Kamaras' Connthought
article in the October 7th issue
of The College Voice, "The
Demagogue Has Arrived".
We would like to apologize on
beha\f of the Reverend Leon
Sullivan if he frl@.b\ened M".
Xamaras. Poor Kamaras, 'trap-
ped in a room full of people
moved (not frightened) by a
realistic speaker speaking from
his heart. Antonis, honey, you
should have told us of your fear
then and we would have found
you a surrogate mommy to hold
your shaking little hand.
And you are so right, Mr.
Kamaras, the South African
regime is not "despicable, in-
humane and ungodly." Institu-
tional racism is pleasing,
humane and godly, right?
And thank you, Mr. Kamaras,
for infanning us that. there is a
free press in South Africa. We
previously had thought that kick-
ing out all foreign journalists
--and censoring all news sources
going out of the country -- dur-
ing last summer was not "free
press", but you set us straight
on that one. We need only
redefine free press!
We weren't sure how to
classify last year's takeover of
Fanning but now, thanks again
To The Editor:
Vote Democratic Party
(10-7-86) [Letter 10 the Editor]?
Yes, the Voice has come up with
yet another quality letter to the
editor and proudly displayed it
on the second page.
The fact that the article [letter 1
and accompanying poem were
written by a professor is surpris-
ing, but now that Connecticut
College's own Poet Laureate has
had her shot I feel obliged to res-
pond in my own ways,
. First, go ahead and vote
Democratic. Vote for the party
responsible for, creating our
vastly irresponsible welfare
state.
Vote for the party of higher
taxes and wasteful spending.
Debate
to Mr. Karnaras, we do know. It
was "blackmail", In other
words, it was 'to coerce into do-
ing something as by threats"
(Webster's New World Dic-
tionary). They must have been
quite 1h~\et\\.n~. a. bunch ot
~."A.~'& aga\'I\S\...-me en1.''tt
college administration. What a
threat!
Lastly, Karnaras makes the
valid point that the United States
need not "force its moral im-
print" on South Africa. We
suppose the money that this
country is currently investing (in
South Africa) makes it uninvolv-
ed and to take away this money,
would be "forcing" a "moral
imprint." Mr. Kamaras
brilliantly avoids the fact that the
United States is already involved
and the question is not "Should
it be involved;" but "how
should it be involved?" He is
equally brilliant in avoiding the
fact that the Black majority has
no say in South Africa.
To sum up, Mr. Kamaras is
Connecticut College's leading
specialist in avoiding the facts,
making strong statements and
criticising social change. We
might even say that Mr.
Kamaras is attempting to
be ... well ... a demagogue.
Freely,
Saul Daniel Fussiner
Sanjay P. Desai
IKamaras re.~ponds: "Let me stan by
sa)'ing thaI I was certainly not frighlened
on Ihe 'eo ........,.Dr. Soo.thvo,n.. ".--red
the tear oj eml7arrassmem Dnd remained
sealed while everyone else was standing
and clapping. We have an ohl:gation to
ourselves and 10 our dignity 10 respect
our betiefs no mailer how unpopular or
unfashionable these mighl be 01 a given
moment -- 10 have in other words rne
courage of our convictions. I was
distressed to see many of my fellow
students pUI in a position where they had
to either suffer embarrassment or ignore
momentarily their convictions, their
"jews, and their sound and well-founded
skepticism. This is 10 a great extent the
reason why I wrote the article in ques-
tion, I would like to add thor in ather
parts of the world or in other periods of
time those who remain seated instead of
standing up ~- those who resist the
demagogue ~- suffer a great deal m(Jr('
than embarrassment; they quill' often
lose their jobs, their families. and t'1'ell
their lives. Hitter and Stalin tOO moved
some members of their audiences, To
those courageous men and women 111"1/0
refused to be "moved", however,
Messrs. Fusiners and Desai's silly and
superfluous witticisms would have been
of little use, "l
. imagine that a letter with such
subjective judgments could con-
vince someone to vote
Democratic (or Republican) is
naive, and written as such is
relegated to the realm of empty
propaganda. When printing
viewpoint articles in the future,
please try to be a bit more
discriminating in your choice of
them. You might even find that
this would increase the credibili-
ty of The Voice.
Sincerely,
James W. Griffin '89
[Mr. Griffin is Vice-President
of Ihe College Republican
Club.}
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NobelWinsWiesel
b)t Lisa M. AUegretto
The College Voke he studied philosophy at the Sor-
bonne.
On October 14 the Nobel Says Egil Aarvik, Chairman
Committee in Oslo announced of the Norwegian Nobel Com-
Elie Wiesel as the 1986 recipient rnittee, "He is a mao who has
of the Nobel Peace Prize. been through all that he has and
The Committee stated that still raises himself in the cause of
. 'Wiesel is a messenger to peace -- that impresses me,"
mankind. His message is one of The moment for which Wiesel
peace. anonement, and human will be most remembered oc-
dignity. His belief that the cured in 1985 at a White House
forces fighting evil in the world award ceremony where he ap-
can be victorious is a hard-won pealed directly to the President
belief." to cancel his trip to the German
Wiesel's powerful ability as a cemetary of Bitburg because of
speaker and as an author earned the members buried there.
him the prize. He has written 26 Along with his lecturing and
books. the first being Night writing, Wiesel is a professor of
published in 1958. He has also philosophy and humanities at
traveled around the world speak- Boston University. He has also
ing in synagogues. traveled to Cambodia and South
Wiesel was born in 1928 in Africa trying to apply his ex-
Sigbet, a town in the northern periences to those suffering to-
Rumanian district of Tran- day.
sylvania. At the age of 15 his Some Conn students who were
entire family, along with the rest asked their opinions on this
of the town of Sighet, were year's Nobcl Prize. applauded
deported to the Aushwitz con- the Committee's choices. When
centration camp by Nazi troops. asked what hIS feelings were
There he lost his mother and one about Wiesel, one student
of his three sisters to the gas replied, "I'm glad he won rather
chamber. He was then moved to than someone like Bob Geldof.
Buchenwald where he lost his Geldof had a nice idea but it was
father due to starvation. At 16, only a small gesture compared to
having survived four German Elie Wiesel who worked his en-
death camps, Wiese\ was freed tire life for a single cause -- he
and he. mo"e.d 0'\\ \0 V'at'\'.i. 'Hnet'e deserved to 'H\n."
Summit Failed
by Brett Troyan
The College Voice
pointless and senseless to refuse
Gorbachev's offer even if it
meant compromising the missile
defense program. There was a
real opportunity to stop the
arm's race. Reagan should have
grabbed it. "
The leaders of each country
are blaming each other for the
failure of this meeting. Gor-
bachev claims that the intran-
sigence of the Americans on the
missile defense program corn-
promisee' the "accord. 'ReHgan:
on the other hand, says that it
was Gorbchev, who by insisting
on ending the missile defense
program, prevented an agree-
ment.
gram and Reagan's firm stand to
keep this program.
Connecticut College freshman
Michelle de la Uz said, "Reagan
was right. The V. S.A. should
not forgo their position. The
missile defense program is very
important and we are only cat-
ching up to the Russians. The
last time we negotiated, in 1979
wtth President Carter. is was a
disaster. The Russians con-
contioued to produce nuclear
weapons and we stopped. We
then had a military handicap to
recover. "
Other students expressed their
disappointment. Pavica
Despalatovic said, "It was
On October 12 after two days
of talks, President Regan and
General Secretary Mikhail Gor-
bachev announced their failure
to reach an agreement on arms
control in Reyjavick, Iceland. A
date was not set up for a next
summit meeting between the
U.S.A. and the V .S.S.R., which
VII\\\ s.u~'POsed\y take ptace in the
- -"tJn\tet\-5\ates.
Both countries had managed
to reach an accord on most of the
arms control issues. but no agree-
merit was made because 'or Gor-
bachev's desire to end the
V .S.A. 's missile defence pro-
Energy Dept. gives itself pat on the back
By JACK ANDERSON aDd JOSEPH· rington and his staff to the safeguards his weapon. Another couldn't clear
SPEAR and security program, an': have very his machinegun when it jammed. An<!
high confidence in >,;, a~Droach to a group of guards piled onto a heli·
WASHINGTON - When a power- this problem." copter to chase the bad guys, only to
ful member of Congress complains to Poindexter signed the letter. Asked discover that they'd forgotten to
the White House about a serious mat- .if the National security Council chief bring any weapons.
Iter affecting national security, he 'often lets other agencies prepare- his
doesn't appreciate it if the job of re- responses to congressional inquiries, secretary Herrington replied to
sponding to him is turned over to the a spokesman said it depends on the Dingell at length, cl~iming that lbe
very bureaucrats he believes have circumstances, and said the NSC has security forces are learning from
caused the problem. only 40 staff members. their mistakes and that "one individ·
Yet this is precisely what happened To his credit, Poindexter did balk ual Jailing to clear a machlnegun
to Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., when at including a paragraph assuring does ~ot indicate th.; the entire ,!lOE
he complained about lax security at Dingell of the National Security training program IS madequate. .
the Energy Department's nuclear Council's "aggressive oversight pro- PRESIDENTIAL PUTDOWN:Like
weapons plants. gram of DOE's safeguards and secu- many of us, President Reagan appar-
The original of his complaint was rity efforts." Evidently aware that ently likes to poke fun at lawyers. AI·
addressed to Prestdent Reagan _ thtS was baloney, the admiral deleted ter a recent White House meetrng, he
and apparently sank without a trace. the reassuring reference from the fi- asked a couple of Cabinet members,
AWhtte House spokesman refused to nal version of his letter to Dingell. both lawyers, this question: Whyare
say whet.her Reagan had ever seen Dingell and his subcommittee staff medical researchers noV]using law-
the warnmg. That was bad enough. were understandably upset to learn yers instead of laboratory rats? An-
r
-------------------------., But what happened to the copy that that Poindexter's reply had b.. n swer: There are more lawyers thanDinG.!! sent to Adm. John Poin- drafted by Energy Department olli- rats and there's no danger research'
dexter, the president's national secu- cials, including some who were be- ers will develop the feelings of affec'
rIty adViser, was even worse. It was heved responsible for the security tion they sometimes do for rats.IllaY·
bucked to the Energy Department for problems. be next time the president will ask
r~,ponse.. . . "While. this fox-in-tho-benhouse, them why sharks don't attack law'
The National SecUrIty Councl1way of domg business may be accept- yers. The answer, for those who
staff has asked that we develop a able for Adm. Poindexter," a staff:haveD't already heard the old joke, ts
draft letter for Adm. Poindexter's memo observes caustically, "the sub-' "professional courtesy."
stgnature that recognizes Dingell's committee staff does not believe that CONFIDENTIAL FILE' A terror·
concerns, addresses the NSC's over- the subcommittee should be e ted . . iefs high'
sight of DOE's safeguards and securi- to place much reliance on Ad~oin_~me~x"':trt Wh~rerlar~~~ials had
ty p.ro~am and assures continued dexter's assurances when they are v aOC:
Jms
ra ;00 th recently:
mom~orlng of the program," states really OOE assurances re ared on' some ~ new~ or em terroriSt
an mternal Energy Department White House stationery:P p There IS no eVIdence thate United
memo ohtamed by our associate Dingell has been t· f groups have targeted th . u'oo5
St t H
. rymg or some States for bomb'ngs assass•na
ewar arrls. time to jar Ener ff' I J . '
Not su~prisingly, the Energy De-their complacenc:; ~in:f~a ~~tU~~: or other forms of VIolence. kes
partment s PR people tackled their 10 tests of security last y!ar mock' - An internal U.N. repOrt lading
assignment With enthustasm. Indeed, terrorists managed to ahsco~d with the organization to task for sen se-
the only surprIse IS that they didn't nuclear weapons material at th S too many diplomats to an endless ld
break an arm or two p~tting them- vannah River plant in South Car~li:~ ries of conferznces aroun~ t:he ~~\'ei
selves on the. back. Here s what they and the Pantex plant at Am '11 "The present level of offiCial "the
wrote for Porndexter to put his John Texas arI 0, should be reduced by 20 percent, . nS
Hancock on' Th . U ·ted Natl
O
..' . e Savannah River guards' re- report states. The 01 tati'les
. 1must say that ~e are Impressed sponse to the mock attack was wor~pays the fare for five repre,sena con-
wtth the progress berng made and the thy of the Keystone Ko S' 0 from each country attendmg 1 55
commitment of secretary (John) Her. chinegunner didn't knO/h~w ntoelmoaad-ference, and thev all ~o fiEi;~;.a",.': Copyright 1886, Uni£ed reaWre 5J--
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The
Stole
Grinch
Senior
by Thorn Pozen
Contributing Editor
The College Voice
.. Just wait 'till you're a
senior," said Cindy Lou Who;
she was a senior at Whoville U.
"It's like Christmas all year."
You see the annual budget had
just come out, and all the seniors
were very happy.
"I know we get a lot of
money," Cindy Lou went on,
"but just think, when you're a
senior you can have $30,(X)()
too .••
But from way far away, from
far above Whoville, a little
green man with a heart like a
stone wall, and very good ears,
was listening. "Bah, humbug,"
he said. "I don't want those
seniors to have any fun' no
none at all. t. "
Meanwhile, back in Whoville,
Cindy Lou's friend was a little
confused. "Gee," he said. "1
didn't think you guys got that
much."
"Yes," said Cindy Lou.
"We get 5,000 as a class; 1,700
for a big breakfast; 8,500 for a
week of parties; plus some from
an auction; and at the end of the
year each senior gets to pay 50
more -- isn't that great?"
.'~'W-ell, I· know I'm just a
freshman, but our class gets only
2,000." Cindy Lou laughed
and laughed some more.
Back atop Whoville, the little
green Grinch was laughing too,
for he hated seniors having fun,
every last one. And he knew
just what to do, he grinned an
evil grin.
In the middle of the night, and
That
Week
a dark night it was, he rode
down his hill. All of Whoville
U. was asleep as he crept into
the Budget Committee's office.
"I'll mess them up." he said
with a chuckle. "I'll divide all
the money up equally for the
four classes, and see how much
fun Cindy Lou can have with
that. Let's see, take away all the
money the seniors put in
themselves, add up the rest and
divide by four, and that comes
out to be, hummmm, about
4,000 each. That should do
them in for sure. Ha, what can
they do for 4,000 each." He
giggled and left.
The seniors were horrified.
They staged a protest. The
Budget Committee said that it is
always easy to criticize what
others had spent months on.
The rest of the school didn't
think the Grinch was so bad,
however, The seniors still put in
money for their own fun at the
end of the year, and all the other
classes got to have their fun too
-- the money was, after all,
theirs to begin with.
The Grinch, seeing that his
move had created more fun for
more people, instead of the other
way around. was very upset. He
came back the next dark night
and put everything just the way
it was before. He chuckled as he
sped away, , 'now that should fix
'em,"
So Cindy Lou Who, and the
rest of the seniors at Whoville
U. were all very happy. And the
Grinch was happy, too. As for
the rest of the school, well, who
cares anyway.
Budget
by Vicker DiGravio
Associate Contributing Editor
The College VOl«
Last week the Conecticut Col-
lege student body approved the
student activities budget for this
school year. By voting in their
dorms, students were allowed to
vote yea or nea on the proposed
budget.
While some might argue that it
is only right that each student be
allowed a say in how their
money is spent, I would argue
otherwise. It seems to me that
final budget approval should rest
with the Student Government
Association. After all, we elect
S.G.A. as a representative body.
We should, therefore, let them
do just that, represent us.
The way the budget approval
procedure works now is that the
finance committee, after hearing
testimony from all club and
organization presidents, draws
up a budget and gives it to
S.G. A. It is then incumbent
upon S.G.A. to accept or reject
the budget. Ifthe budget is pass-
ed by S.G.A. it is then forward-
ed to the student body for final
approval. It is this last step that
should be eliminated.
Process
There are two major reasons
why final budget approval
should rest instead with S.G.A.
The first is that S.G.A'. members
are more informed, or at least
should be, than the average stu-
dent in regards to the contents of
the budget. It is unrealistic to
think that all, or even most
students have read the budget
before they vote on its approval.
The second reason the student
body should not be allowed final
approval is to avoid a situation
similar to that which occurred
last year. As you may recall, the
budget first submitted for stu-
dent approval was rejected in
dorm voting.
At the time many people
claimed that some housefellows
voiced their opposition to the
budget at their dorm meeting,
thus influencing the members of
the dorm to cast a no vote for the
budget.
Whether or not this scenario
really took place is now unim-
portant. The point is, however,
that under the present system it
is a possibility that votes could
be influenced by leading
members of the dorm.
For these reasons final budget
approval should rest with
•
J
~-S.G.A. For those people con- n
cemed about the ordinary stu- i
dent being shut out of the pro- _
cess, I would propose two ~
changes in the procedure of n
budget ratification now used. ~
One would be an open
meeting of the finance commit-
tee for students with no club af-
filiations to attend and voice
their opinions on the budget. If
properly promoted this type of
open forum could be an effective
tool to gather student input.
The second alteration I would
suggest would help to increase
student body knowledge of the
contents of the budget. As op-
posed to posting a copy of the
budget in each dorm it seems to
me more effective to distribute
copies of the budget to each stu-
dent through campus mail. If
this were done before the. final
S.G.A. vote it would allow
students an opportunity to con-
sult with their house president
before the budget vote.
By instituting these simple
reforms, S.G.A. could not only
make the budget process a more
fair one, but also more efficient.
In addition, real student par-
ticipation in, and knowledge of
the process will be increased.
Questioned
by Mark Nonan
The CoUege Voice
Three Sunday nights ago in
Conn Cave speech night took
place. There was one f-board
spot open for sophomores,
however the remaining positions
were for Freshmen. Although
there are a little more than 450
Moral Bankruptcy of SOAR
by Antonis Kamaras
The CoUege Voice
Now that SOAR has launched
another one of its "Social
Awareness" weeks it is time for
us to cast a more critical eye
upon this organization. We have
to ask ourselves whether SOAR
has really helped us become
more tolerant and
knowledgeable.
In an attempt to answer this
question I will examine how
SOAR has treated racist
phenomenon in other parts of the
world -- Africa in particular. It
is probably known to most
readers that SOAR has concen-
trated its attention on the institu-
tional inequalities of the South
African Republic and the domi-
nant position which the white
South African element has on
the rest of that country's popula-
tion. SOAR has repeatedly con-
demned South Africa and has
put pressure on the Board of
Trustees to divest any funds that
this college has invested in com-
panies operating in that country.
The question that immediately
comes to mind IS why SOAR
has consistently ignored the rest
of Africa where racism is rife
and the brutality of governmen-
tal authorities is far more ex-
essive and widespread than
what has been observed in South
Africa. Let us not forget that
race, in the case of racism, is..
what really matters. Color is
sometimes an indication of race
but it is by no means a necessary
prerequisite for the existence of
racism and the application of
racist measures. Africans who
persecute their fellow citizens
mainly because the latter belong
to a different racial group cannot
but be racists. Examples of such
actions abound in Africa and
South Africa pales in com-
parison with most of the racist
policies of other African states.
It will suffice to mention the
government of Zimbabwe,
which has the effrontery to teach
morality lessons to the west and
is one of the foremost critics of
South Africa. The government
of this country has unleashed its
military thugs against the
Ndebele tribe. Whole villages
have been burned, women have
been raped, and thousands have
met a violent death. Zimbabwe
has been far more successful
than South Africa in restricting
entry to foreign observers on the
scene of carnage, Matabeland.
It has also been helped by the
fact that some racists, are tor the
American press, more
fashionable than others.
It is true that African staleS
have not formulated a doctrine
of discrimination such as "apar-
theid'.', but their actions -- mass
executions, endemic torturing,
burning of corps and habitations
-- more than compensate for the
absence of words.
SOAR has failed to take into
account, let alone increase our
•'awareness", of the horror and
terror which reign supreme in
the African continent. It has
failed to put pressure on the
Board of Trustees to withdraw
any assets from companies
operating in countries such as
Zimbabwe.
Should we blame SOAR for
just being accidentally ignorant?
I don't think so. Anybody so
nobly motivated, as SOAR
members claim to De, would
have discovered, merely by
carefully reading a respectable
newspaper or leafing through
the reports of Amnesty q,terna-
tional, what has been mentioned
in this article. It is my view that
SOAR is guilty of hypocrisy and
implicit racism. SOAR is
hypocritical because it does not
want to concede the fact that
black Africans can be every bit
as racist as white South Africans
and a good deal more vicious. It
is implicitly racist because by
refusing to apply the same moral
standards to blacks and whites
alike SOAR is saying in effect
that the fanner are not capable
of rising to such standards. (
people in the freshmen class,
there could not have been more
than 100 students total in the
Cave. Why the low turnout?
Realizing that it was a Sunday
night, I am sure some students
were catching up on Monday's
homework or some were just
plain weekend weary (Friday
and Saturday night had done
them in).
Another possibility is that
door-to-door campaigning com-
bined with platforms explaining
each candidate's views had
made atending the speeches un-
necessary. This is what I
disagree with.
Listening to a candidate pre-
~sent himself and his reasons for
running is the best method for
lassessing whether an individual
:has the right stuff or not. Since
"It is essential
that speech mi~ht
be changed'
it is impossible to compare past
participation, freshmen speeches
are the most reliable way to get a
glimpse of a hopeful's true
character and intentions. Under
the pressure of an audience, a
candidate's poise, confidence,
and enthusiasm, three important
qualities of leadership, can be
tested and also compared against
the competition.
If speeches are so important,
than what are the real reasons
why only a small minority of
freshmen attended speech night?
First of all, I believe that man
students did not know about it
or, more likely, forgot exactly
when it was going to be held.
Speech night was not listed in
the Campus newsletter and there
really were no signs advertising
it.
Another factor for lack of in-
terest in speeches is the lack of
interest in politics amongst
students. Not everybody here at
Conn is overly conerned with
who is going to represent them
in the "save the eggplant" com-
'. ~-- -- .....,pie.
ica, if a citizen
wants to vote in an upcoming
election he must first register.
Something like this that would
insure intclJignetvoting and should
be done here at Conn, at least tot
the freshmen elections, This is
what I propose:
Obnoxious, door-to-door
campaigning should be
eliminated. A good candidate
should be making his qualities
known through his participation
in classes, sports, clubs, and
through interaction at social
functions. The platforms and
posters are great ideas, however
it is essential that speech night
be changed.
Speech night should be held in
Palmer Auditorium and be man-
datory for anyone who wants to
vote. If you are really interested
in who runs your class govern-
ment, your entrance into Palmer
will insure your right to vote and
. also that you will be an
"educated" voter. Your name
will be checked off and you may
cast your ballot the next
day .Certainly , this is the best
alternative for electing the best
person for the job.
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Two Coast Guard Acadrmv Coders (/11 'heir Way 10 class.
Life At The Coast Guard Academy
by Wendy Lee Hine
The College Voice
The Coast Guard Academy,
located just down the road from
Conn. College, is a mysterious
place to some Coop. students.
The academy was built in 1932
and has since tripled in size.
The slogan of the academy is
"a\v.la~~ ready" , and us mission
'"'So "w 'i.'tad~ ~oun.'i.men and
_______ _....a-.
hearts. and alert minds. with a
liking for the sea and its lore,
and with that sense of honor,
loyalty, and obedience which
goes with trained initiative and
leadership. "
The living conditions, accor-
ding to cadets are "pretty good
compared to other dorms;
maintenance problems get taken
care of fairly quickly."
The content of the rooms is
basic, consisting of two beds,
two desks, two closets, and two
shelves. A poster can be placed
on the back of the door if it is in
good taste, and seniors can have
stereos.
The room is supposed to be
kept in inspection condition at
all times. The desk must he buf-
fed each morning, and clothes
must be hung in order from the
most ceremonial uniform to gym
outfits. The cadets must wear
their uniforms until 10 p.m.
when they are on the academy
grounds.
One cadet fell that the condi-
tions are "appropriate consider-
ing the extra duties. There are
few distractions. It would lower
our grades if we had t.v.ts and
there is not a lot of time to watch
T.V. anyway."
The academic schedule con-
sists of five classes, which have
twenty to thirty students, and
gym. The day runs from 7:55
a.m. to 3:55 p.m., and demerits
are issued for skipping classes.
A cadet said, "We come to at--
tention when the professor
enters, but during the class we
can relax. The professors are
always available for extra
help. " Study hours run from
7:30 to 10:00 p.m.
The academy offers seven ma-
jors: electrical engineering,
civil engineering, maritime
engineering, math, applied
science, government, and
economics. Classes are mostly
preplanned "courses given in
requirements and courses related
to the major." Senior year,
more electives are involved.
The cadets must also compete
in two seasons of sports and
other military activities such as
formations. Meals are man-
datory, with breakfast. at 6:00
a.m.
'Ihe class system is a way of
\,fe a't 'tne academ)'. A.s the
«:.~ 'cooI::c:.:Jt ~ ... _~ ~1Un
privileges. The academy is
"Iooked at as a family at-
mosphere." The third class,
juniors, is responsible for train-
ing the freshmen. One junior
said, "I yell at them for a
benefit; the motivation leads to a
response. Once a cadet has
reached third class, he usually
makes it."
Cadets are allowed off-
campus according to class. All
classes have some time off on
Saturday and Sunday .. First, se-
cond, and third classes also get
Fridays off, and first class
cadets get Wednesday night off.
All classes can go to the libaray
from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. any
night and anytime during the
weekend.
The conduct system is based
on demerits. Cadets receive
demerits for serious, class one
offenses such as using alcohol or
drugs, breaking the honor code,
ruining government property, or
going AWOL(Absent Without
Leave). Less serious, class two
offenses include being out of
uniform, signing in late, sleep-
ing during study time, and inap-
propriate personal or room ap-
pearance.
If a cadet receives 12 demerits
within the month he is retricted
to base for half a month. If he
receives 24, he is restricted for a
whole month.
According to the cadets. cer-
tain rules regarding lying, steal-
ing, and cheating are kept with
very few exceptions. However,
rules are sometimes broken as
told by some cadets who spoke
on the condition that they not be
identified.
"One Saturday night, there
was a fire drill at 3:30 a.m. Two
guys had been drinking and were
making popcorn in their room.
. The popcorn ellJdr'up all over
the floor. They then draped
toilet paper all over the room,
and when someone began play-
ing with a lighter, the whole
room went up in flames."
"The guys put the fire out,
and were opening the window to
let the smoke out when a friend
opened the door to come in. The
smoke rushed out into the hall
and triggered the smoke alarm.
The fire alarm went off, and the
officers took attendance. Thir-
teen people were nailed for be-
l.n¥, AWOL. and the two guys
[who caused all the trouble)
were kicked out. "
Another weekend, "some
blasted guys went to Mitchell
College and had a pantie raid.
They put all the panties up on the
flagpole. They were caught
later and were restricted for a
long time. "
Spirit Missions are also under-
taken by some cadets. "The
mission is to alter something
noticeable on campus while it is
dark outside. Once some guys
dragged a car into the court and
put it up on cinder blocks ."
As for Conn. College, cadets
said it is "a place to relax on
weekends. " A female cadet
said, "Most of the guys go to
Conn. to meet girls or just to
party somewhere where you
don't have to watch yourself so
much. " Another said, "At the
academy there is a lot of
pressure all week, so you go to
Conn. to blow off steam, but it
makes a bad impression and
gives us a bad name."
A male cadet said, "No one
thinks of us as having individual
personalities. When someone
causes trouble, we are aU blam-
ed."
Another said, "The first two
years [Conn. students) treated us
as lepers because of the
uniforms." "I know some pret-
ty cool guys at Conn., but most
of them seem to think that we're
treading on their turf."
Another cadet said, "When I
am just talking generally to a
Conn. girl, they think I am try-
ing to pick them up."
Conn. students had mixed opi-
nions on the cadets. Jansen
Calamita, '90, said, "There's
really nothing wrong with the
coasties, per 50, but I think that
their conduct on this campus
often reflects their pent up
libidinal desires, and as a result,
they become a disruptive social
by Michelle Conlin
Laura Gabbert
The College Voice
"Last year, I always knew
that every Monday at 6:45 pm I
could expect a knock at the door
from my friend, who was a
member of the Death-Loss Sup-
port Group. I was always
prepared with a locked d,~or and
headphones on my ears.
"Eventually, the constant
vigil against the unacceptance
broke down and I realized that,
in one way or another, I had to
deal with the loss I had ex-
perienced or it would get in my .
way, " said a new member of the
Death-Loss Support Group,
which met officially for the first
time on October 20, at 7:00 pm,
in the Dederer House.
The Death-Loss Support
Group serves as a support
system for those who have ex-
perienced a loss as well as pro-
viding an open, safe, and con-
fidential environment for those
who need to share their
thoughts, experiences, and feel-
ings.
"The function of the group as
Isee it," said Sylvia Zeldis, Stu-
dent Health Services Counselor,
. 'is to help the members come to
some kind of understanding as to
what has happened. "
"For many of us, the ex-
perience of death is like a
hurricaneJeaving us devestated.
In the group, we try 10 unders-
tand and make sense of what has
happened to us and to the person
we lost. I see support groups as
being particularily important in
our society since we are condi-
tioned to deny death."
The theraputic value of shar-
ing grief with others is behind
the surge in self-help groups.
Rather than face the loneliness
that often exists after a funeral,
people can meet regularly with
others who have gone through
similar experiences.
Letting people have time for
grief, experts say, is an impor-
tant part of an honest approach
to death.
"It used to be that if a person
didn't snap out of it in three
months, we'd say, 'Get with it,
what's wrong with you?' But
now we know that it takes much
longer than that," said Reverend
William Wendt, director of the
St. Francis Center in
Washington, D.C., an institu-
tion that specializes in dealing
with those who are experiencing
grief.
A typical Death-Loss. Support
Group meeting begins with a
selected reading by a member of
the group or couselor which
stimulates interaction and
discussion within the group.
Personal experiences as well as
general issues dealing with death
are expressed.
"It made me feel relieved to
know that other people were
feeling some of the same emo-
tions that Iwas experiencing. It
made me feel less abnormal,"
said another member.
"I thought it would be really
emotional and a lot of crying
would go on, which are things
that make me feel uncomfor-
table," said a member, "but
after my first meeting with the
group I could see that there was
laughter as well as sadness."
The group is not limited to
those who have experienced
death recently. "This group is
open to those who may have lost
someone at an earlier age. The
people who have experienced a
loss less recently have been sur-
prised at some of the feelings
that have surfaced. Even people
who have experienced a death
more recently are sometimes
unaware of the emotions sup-
pressed within them, " said
Zeldis.
The Death-Loss Support
Group enables members to learn
more about life and living
through an understanding of
death. "Death is so universal,
it's the one thing we all have in
common," said a member, "so
it's strange that it's such an un-
comfortable topic. Yet, at the
same time, it doesn't seem fair
that people our age should have
to be dealing with it."
The members agree that the
group is a positive influence 10
their lives and helps them to
realize, as Reverend Wendt
said, "You never really get over
the death of someone you love;
you just learn to live with it. "
force on the Conn. campus."
An anonymous senior said that
there is "no problem with the
academy ... it's just another
school, a good institution. I've
seen some problems, but not
because it was Coast Guard
guys, necessarily; it could have
been guys from any school. ..
Ed Kania, '89, said, "I think
that there are a lot of very nice
and very dedicated people there,
but there are also a lot of
childish and macho individuals.
It would be 'nice if the people in
the first group were a lot more
prevalent on this campus than
the people in the second. "
Ann lirnura, '90, said, "Some
of the people at the Coast Guard
are there for the wrong reason.
Some of them are immature and
just want to be told what to do.
But most of them are really cool,
mce people. I know that I
wouldn't last a week under all
the rules and regulations there,
but at the same time, I respect
the cadets highly ...
As to why cadets choose to at-
tend the academy, one cad~t
said, "It's the humanisHC
aspect. Few go for just a free
education. Most of the cadets
are smart enough to get int? an::
other school with scholarshIps.
Another said, "Right now
there is an immense sense of
patriotism. Ten years ago, dU;-
ing Vietnam, that feeling wasn t
there."
As for the training, one cadet
said "You can't really love
this ' but the stressful environ-
, .. . It
ment is necessary for tralOlOg,
makes you more confident and
strong. The tradition grows.
You have a lot of responsibI117
when you take someone else s
life in your hands. You grow up
very fast here and after four
whIteyears, you get your ."
uniform and you've made It.. I
' . eta"There is somethlOg spe
here and when people leave, ....
here, they really miss It.
- ...
The school also has two camel
costumes. One was a gift of the
class of 1979 thanks in large pan
to the class's president, Chip
Clothier. The other costume is
for two people and was donated
by Dan Tucker, class of 1975.
The class of '79's gift was also
originally for two people but
Watson fixed it herself, doing
whatever sewing was necessary,
"because it would be hard to
find two students to wear the
costume when needed."
Watson also said that the
camel is a versatile mascot mak-
ing appearances at many diverse
school events. "OUf camel ap-
pears at different events, can be
an ice hockey camel, hasketball
camel, and even on occasion has
made his appearance at hockey
games by coming out of the head
of the zambini." Versatile in-
deed.
A real camel made a short but
notable visit in the fall of 1984
for the opening of the Dayton
arena, •'which was a memorable
event to say the least," Watson
commented.
'As for the future of our
lovable mascot, it will un-
doubtedly be a busy one as the
camel seems to be attaining
celebrity status. Julie Quinn,
Director of Public Information
and Publications commented
that last year a group in Las
Vegas needed a camel for a
"Desert Night" party they were
having. "So we mailed the
costume out to them in return for
a donation to our schoo\." The
costume has also been tent out to
a church in New Jersey for a'
Manger Scene.
"It is a unique costume, the
only one of its kind," Quinn
said, "thus making it rather
popular." With such popularity
on the increase, does that mean
our mascot will be in need of an
agent?
Features
:\(t
The Camels Origin
was 'The Camels'. I decided
that there were enough bears,
vikings, and dogs, and that the
camel was an original. "
The choosing of a school's So Shinault then made a
mascot is something not to be ceramic model of a one-humped
taken lightly. Skidmore has the camel, borrowing the mold from
thoroughbred, Lafayette the a nativity scene. "I would have
leper, and Trinity the bantam. made it a two humped camel,"
And then there is of course the Shinault stated," but I could on-
mascot that is referred to as "the Iy get a hold of a mold for mak-
symbol of endurance and for- ing one humped camels. So that
titude on the playing field in all is how we got it. It was
College sports." It is of course something that the students
the Connecticut College's "ship seemed to take to immediately,"
of the desert" or camel. Indeed, they have. Camel-
Such a mascot has been craze has hit Conn. College in
described as "a nice, homey the years since Shinault's con-
animal," by Miles Ladin, '90. ception for our now popular
He added, Hit is certainly an mascot. There is of course the
original mascot." But Ladin "Camel Fight Song" written in
wondered whether the camel 1979 by Philip Youngholm, pro-
was of the one hump variety or fessor of music at Conn.
two hump variety. Among its more interesting
"Ours is of the one-hump lyrics are, "Hey. camels, say
variety," stated Margaret Wat- camels, we're camels too. Go
son; Dean Qf-Sl\!d~PLAff~;(s.. camels, show a,w.e\&what you
"The one hump variety," she cando ... Oh, we're one great Dig
went on, "makes our mascot the camely famely!"
only one of its kind in this coun- There is also the other
try. Rumor has it," she con- "Special Basketball Version" of
tinued, "that some school in the this song which has the ap-
Southwest has the camel as their propriate words, "Dash camels,
mascot. But their's is of the two smash camels, use all your
hump variety." might. Gee camels, we camels
It should also be noted that think you're alright."
Watson is a great admirer of our For those who have a culinary
mascot, as her office contains no interest there is a recipe for stuf-
less than a dozen or so replicas fed camel. Ingredients include a
of the venerable animal in all camel, 20 chickens, 100 gallons
sizes and shapes. She even has of water, 60 eggs, 110 pounds of
one from Sweden, made out of rice, 4 pounds of almonds, and a
glass by Costa. "The camel is pinch of pepper. One must be
an enduring, solid, and depen- sure to use a fresh camel as the
dable type of animal," she said, "frozen variety has a gamey
"indicative of Conn's team taste." The recipe also notes
members of past and present. " that' 'experts say that the one
But, just who thought up the hump varsity is more tasty than
idea for such an unusual mascot? the two humpers."
Mike Shinault, currently in The recipe instructs one to
charge of the Mail Room and stuff the camel with the chickens
Print Shop is the man to thank. and bake at 350 for two weeks.
When the college went co-ed The recipe suggests that if one's
in 1969, Shinault coached the oven is too small, use the clothes
very first men's basketball team. dryer. "When the camel is
"I had just gotten out of the done, spread rice on a platter
navy," Shinault said, "and I had and place camel in the middle
been stationed in Pakistan. The and decorate with a sprig of fresh
name of their Olympian team parsley."~--------~---------------,I - $l~OO OFF
I
I ANY AUTOMATIC WASH
by Austin Wrubel
The College Voice
442 COLMAN STREET
NEW LONDON
442-1283
We also have Coin-op Car Wash
located behind automatic wash.
Coin-op open 24 hours.
Automatic wash open 8:00-6:00
Friday til 7:00 p.m.
Offer Expires Nov.11th-------------------------
'.
•c.c.
by Amanda Hathaway
The College Voice
There is often speculation as
to whether Connecticut College
will ever stan a football team
and what effects the team might
have on the school.
Charles Luce, the Director of
Athletics, was recently asked to
I state the College's position on
I the issue.
I "It is my opinion that football
does not belong here, when you
'consider our resources and our
facilities, it just doesn't make
sense. Football would impact
everything -- academic depart-
ments and every single other ac-
tivity here. In order to have a
football team, you would need to
have about forry-five people and
that would have an impact on ad-
missions. Also," he continued,
"to outfit a football player costs
about $220, maybe more, so that
means it would cost big money
and the pool of money is only so
big, so we would probably have
to tap other resources to be able
to fund it. Then, when you get
into the facilities, we don't have
a field capable of handling a
football game. When you con-
sider all this it just doesn't make
any sense."
Luce continued, "Every now
and then the question is raised by
faculty and students; there's a
sort~,Of.fDmbaU...o.\l'Ying, :pom"....
About once every five years
there's a petition to Oakes
Ames, -- it's been raised off and
on, but it's never been with
enough emotion that we've real-
ly had to debate it. "
Lynne Tapper, ('88), a
member of the student Athletics
Advisary Board agrees that foot-
Specializing in IBM Selectric
Smith Corona
All Work Guaranteed
E & G TYPEWRITER
& LOCKSMITHING
Sales • Servk:& • Repair
(203) 444-0123
..~~. JEAN SATTY • Owne,.. ED BATIY - Manager152 Captain's WalkNew london, CT 06320
;::..
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ball would not work at Conn. 'i~
"This used to be an all women's
college and we've only been co-
<0ed for seventeen years; we nbasically don't have enough _
money and I don't think putting
money into a football team is go-
ing to help the college at all. We
are competitive enough in the
other sports. Also I think it at-
tracts a different type of student,
like fraternities attract a dif-
ferent kind of student. Here
athletics never used to be that
big until the building of the
athletics center and teams now
are now getting good and corn-
petitive, so that serves as a kind
of fraternity-sorority system fOI
the students," she said.
"Football games are fun and
make a lot of money for the
school, but you have to shell out
a lot of money too. Rugby is
like a counterpart for football at
this school -- so people who
might play football, play rugby
or row," Tapper said.
Paul Austin, 'SS, a co-captain
of the flag football team for
Windham dorm also agrees with
Luce and Tapper. "I don't think
there will be a football team here
because: one, the school isn't
.big enough to have a good
one;[two, football players are]
mot the type of people who come
\
here~ and three, peo-ple here are
not compet\\\ve enough and not
\\\as\n% a...~'\.l.e1Uni~ one..o\
r the reasons some people come
/here -- it's like not having
Ifrats. "
Austin continued, "Flag foot-
ball is merely for fun, only two
or three of the players would
play football if football was of-
, fered, because none of us are big
.enough. "
Football
LEAKN TO DIVE
fOR THE EXCITEMENT Of A LIfETIME
All the adventure, fun and excitement ~f.the underwaterworl~ can be yours
when ou become a certified diver. ThIS Is.a spar.' you canenjoy
year a~ter year. always discovering new sttmutattnq experiences.
Learn NOW in a Healed Pool and be ready 10 dive all summer.
vtett or call our store tor details on how you can take part
i~our next SCUBA ADVENTURE-IT'S FUNl •
NO Marathon gwtm Test.
NO Instructor Harassment.
SEAVIEW SCUBA, INC.
50-2 RT. 32, QUAKER HILL, CT PHO~,E: 442·7279
"WE SPECIALIZE IN FUN!
SCUBA CLASSES
FORMING NOW
Call now to reserve your place
be a great way to meet people
and get involved. Kf"vin ~nri T
got along realy well from the
start of school, and I wanted to
run with someone [ knew. He
hadn't even thought of running
'til I asked him, but he was im-
mediately enthusiastic. We're
both really excited about this."
J-board rep Calamita said he
was not that surprised by his
election. "I didn't think I was a
shoo in, but the reaction to my
speech was good. I put a lot of
work into campaigning," he
said. "My academics took a
back seat for the week. "
Calamita sees the role of
J-Board rep "not as a police of-
ficer, but a moderator between
student disputees. If complaints
arise, we have to moderate and
eventually judge."
Spoerri, the second J-board
rep., said he would like to see
the honor code taken more
seriously. "Freshmen still don't
realize the implications. I want
to make people more aware of
the consequences of breaking
it, " he says.
Spoerri had mixed emotions
regarding the elections. "I had
crew till seven," he explains,
"then slept from seven till ten,
since I was too nervous to do
work. I knew a lot of people
were going to vote for me, but I
also thought that the rest of the
candidates were equally as
strong. ..1. hope Jansen and I
come off as the best people for
the job."
Also elected was David
Grano, as I-Board represen-
tative for the class of '89. .
..
News
(i"'lmur.1 from ,,_1
.;u like they're surrendering to pro-
~ testers' wishes.
• Yale flied charges against ninel protestors -- suspending four of
8 them -- last week because "we
• cannot allow the disruption of
f:. university activities and
buildings," says associate Pro-
vost Linda K. Lorimer.
The disciplining was especial-
ly controversial because, a day
before sentencing the anti-
apartheid students, the same
Yale committee rescinded the
probation of a student who last
spring had passed out flyers
ridiculing gays.
"On one hand, (Yale) en-
courages free speech at all
costs, " complained Sarah Pettit
of Yale's Gay-Lesbian Co-op.
"On the other hand, the suspen-
sions effectively take voices out
of circulation ...
But the anti-apartheid students
disrupted Yale operations, while
the anti-uuv students didn't
Lorimer - "xplains. "The
students who staged the sit-in
would not leave when they were
asked, and would not allow peo-
ple to do their work."
Johns Hopkins President
Muller also says he was trying to
maintain order when he forbade
students to build a shanty outside
a trustees' meeting, and then
sent police to arrest them when
they tried to build one anyway
on Sept. 29.
Upon reconsidering, Muller
dropped the charges against the
students, and appointed a com-
mittee to write campus free
speech and protest guidelines.
Not wanting to wait, some
Johns Hopkins students -- as
well as threatened protestors
from Vanderbilt -- have con-
tacted Utah's Chandler for help
in preparing legal challenges to
their schools' crackdowns.
In September, Chandler's
group won a lawsuit against
Utah President Chase Peterson,
who had tried to force it to
dismantle campus shanties.
Peterson said the shanties, in-
sistently vadalized and frequent-
ly firebombed, had become safe-
ty hazards.
A federal district court,
PAOOUCTSBY
Kodak
however, ruled dismantling the
shanties would violate the pro-
testors' right to free expression .
Healing Cml/i/lure/fromp.J
interest has been helpful in in-
structing students, and he has let
them participate.
Hewitt said "A medium is a
bridge between the physical
world and that of the spirit.
Since it is intangible, it leaves
the door open for fakes. There
have always been false prophets.
Iam merely trying to share with
you and anybody interested that
this is the truth. It's taken years
to learn, and I'm not trying to
convert anybody. Always go
with an open mind, and use this
as an accessory to what you
already believe."
F ilosi C",rf;!11I('(J from [r. J
Filosi had taken pride in produc-
ing quality work for the college.
"Ed was known for his good
spirit and his concern for his
fellow worker. He was a sen-
sitive and humble man, who liv-
ed life to the fullest. He was the
kind of man that I would always
want to stop and say hello to,
because he would always have
something cheerful to say. "
Filosi married Ethel Greene
Jones in East Lyme on June 5,
1982. He is survived by his
wife, his son Edward M. Filosi
of Uncasville, his daughter Gail
F. Mattson of Norwich, his step-
son John w. Jones of Westerly,
his step-daughter Terry Lena
lones of Led:yard~his one grand-
dau%h~e£ and ~h£ee 5~ep-
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held in
Mystic at Elm Grove Cemetary
at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday.Oc-
tober 21st, and a Memorial Ser-
vice will be held at Harkness
Chapel at l2:30p.m. on
Wednesday October 29th.
MR. G'S
RESTAURANT
452 WlUIaIlUl St., New London, CT
OPEN MaN-SAT 11:()() AM - 1:00 AM
SUNDAY 4:00 PM - 12:00 MIDNIGHT
447-0400
Salads, Club & Dell Sandwiches
Pizza, Grinders
Steaks, Fresh Seafood
Italian Dishes
Election '86-87
by Liz Micbalski
The College Voice
Freshman elections are over,
and the following people have
taken office: Mark Noonan
president; Sally Northrop,
treasurer; Lucy McDonough,
secretary; Kevin Walor and
Heidi Dur, SAC reps; and
Jansen Calamita and Peter
Spoerri, representatives for
Judiciary Board.
Noonan is enthusiastic about
his new position as president.
He is a former president of his
high school senior council, and
was class president sophomore
and junior year. He hopes to
•'organize and represent the
class. I want to get everyone
united, and I'm open to any
ideas or criticisms at box 1074.
I also want to make money for
the class in a fun way. It would
be great to have a goal or activi-
ty every month for the freshman
class ."
The results of the election came
as a surprise to Noonan, he said.
"I knew it was really close, and
that it could have gone either
way. It came as a shock, but a
pleasant shock. "
Dur .agrees that the election
results came as a shock. "Kevin
and I were both surprised by the
results," she said. "We knew it
was going to be close, and when
we won we were really excited.
l.t. was grem.\"
Dur said she was attracted to
SAC because of its social aspect.
"I'd. been really active in high
school government, and I
thought being a SAC rep would
Senior Auction
It's fun, and it's back. It's the
SENIOR AUCTION, Wednes-
day November 12th. Here is
your chance to be creative, share
your talents, get to know faculty
members and students better,
and have a good time, too. All
you have to do is contribute an
item to the auction, anything
from dinners to babysitting ser-
vices to tennis lessons. Pool
your efforts with friends, your
colleagues, or do it yourself.
Anyone can donate, and anyone
can bid.
A list of the items accepted for
bidding will be posted in the
P.O., Cro, and Blaustein, and
the dorms so you can think about
what you want to buy in ad-
TeChnicolor Photo Lab
1 Hour Color Film Developing
Second Set Of Prints
~. ~
With Col/ege I.D. ~~~--
443-7996
New London Mall
TRUSTED BY MUSICIANS WORLDWIDE FOR OVER 50 YEARS
SOUND REINFORCEMENT
GUITARS, DRUMS, KEYBOARDS, BAND INSTRUMENTS
STAGE LIGHTING, RECORDING EQUIPMENT, DIGITAL COMPUTERS
HUGE INVENTORY - WHOLESALE PRICES
GREAT SERVICE
Guitar Repairs
Scott Punty
20 BANK ST., NEW LONDON, CT 06320, U.S.A. 203-442-9600
vance. All transactions will be
finalized that night with cash or
personal checks, so if you need
to collect money from more than
one person, you can do so in ad-
vance.
Since all proceeds from the
auction will go towards the
senior class gift, your contribu-
tions will benefit the entire col-
lege community. This is the
event of the year! Don't miss
out on the fun!! For those who
need inspiration, here are a few
examples of past items:
I) Water-skiing-for-four in
Rhode Island -- $55.
2) Typing a paper (approximate-
ly 40 pages or longer) -- $20.
3)A gourmet brunch for 12
overlooking the Mystic River
and Fischer's Island -- $75.
4) A mellow body massage with
wine and candle light -- $5.
5) Madame X -- Zap the person
of your choice with a chocolate
pie. NO FACULTY! -- $15.
6) Reinactment of the roof-top
dinner from the "Goodbye
Girl" complete with Christmas
lights. Two people -- $45.
Student Typing
II Report,::::::::::: Term Papers........... Resumes
Student Cover Letters
Rates! Photoc- ·9
?""heOffice Co-op
445-6663
found sophistication has turned
her into, we are left cold. Peters
evolved in her role. from a naive
sweetheart to a rejecting
mistress. and her realization of
this is stunning to behold. With
Buckley, the sophistication was
there from the stan and really
does not go very far. In a role
that requires so much personali-
ty. she is sadly disappointing.
On the bright side. Buckley's
performance holds some of the
most concentrated and technical-
ly amazing vocal work in recent
memory. Buckley seems almost
aware of her deficiencies as an
actress. and attempts to make up
for them by intensely belting out
song after song. Although she is
amplified, it is entirely un-
necessary, for her voice is clear
and and her diction couldn't be
better.
The second act's dancing has
held up surprisingly well. With
only three replacements. the
original dancers remain as fresh
as ever. One of them in par-
ticular. Cynthia Onrubia. has the
makings of a star. The lead
dancer is a newcomer by the
name of John Meehan who br-
ings a newfound personality and
freedom to his movement and
facial expressions. The or-
chestra, although over-
amplified, was consistently
sharp.
While Peters is sorely missed.
to those who have not seen her
performance, the problems
might not seem so glaring.
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Arts & Entertainment- On Broadway
by Michael Scbeman
The College Voice
The British invasion of Broad-
way is in full swing this season.
Nicholas Nickleby just com-
pleted its limited engagement at
the Broadhurt. Ian McKellan
[Amadeus] opened in Los
Angeles this week in the Broad-
way bound west end revival of
Wild Honey. and two smash hit
British musicals are on their
way, Les Miserables and
Starlight Express.
Meanwhile, another British
musical, Song and Dance, is still
running since its October open-
ing last year. This Andrew
Lloyd Webber show opened to
good/mixed reviews as far as the,
production was concerned.
However, rarely has there been
as much excitement over one
performance as there was over
[he show's star. Bernadette
Peters.
A taxing role, Peters opted to
leave the show after a year
[which was up three weeks ago].
Problem: the show was still do-
ing well at the box office. There
was no reason to close it, but a
replacement had to be found for
such a mesmerizing performer
with whom the city had fallen in
love. The New York Times said,
"Miss Peters has no peer in the
musical theatre today. "
However, the loss of Peters is
not enough to merit closing the
show. While Peters only appears
in the first act, there is the entire
"Dance" half which features
some of the finest dancers on
Broadway today. There is also
Webber's excellent music and
clever lyrics by Don Black.
Director Richard Maltby Jr. did
his best. sized up the current
crop of soprano belters, and
came up with one of the finest-
Betty Buckley.
No stranger to singing, Betty
Buckley has had a long career in
the musical theatre. Believe it or
not. "Abby" from "Eight is
Enough" has one of the finest
vocal instruments in American
theatre today. Until this past July
she played the title role in The
Mystery of Edwin Drood. Three
weeks ago she opened in Song
and Dance, and while she is
sorely missed in Drood so is
Peters in Song and Dance.
The role that Betty Buckley
has taken on is an acting tour de
force as well as a vocal one.
However, she seems to be
unaware of this vital fact. Peters
has an incredible voice, but the
quality that elevated her to
brilliance was that she seemed to
be incapable of a dishonest mo-
ment on stage.
Although Buckley performs
admirably, there are many
things weighing against her.
Peters reputation for one, but
more importantly, Buckley's
age. She is really too old for the
role.
In the climactic scene where
she understands whaf her new-
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EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD.
Dr. John J. McLean~.~ r1 Mohegan Community College
.. _., ~ Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
College Consortium For International Studies
• England
• Israel
• Ireland
• Germany
• Spain
• Italy
• Denmark
• Egypt
• Switzerland
• Mexico
• Canada
• France
• Greece
• Sweeden
• Portugal
• Columbia
Join the thousands of
students who have earned
college credits studying
abroad in eels programs.
Affordable, quality pro-
grams with financial aid
available.
SPRING SEMESTER
IN DUBLIN
St. Patrick's College,
Maynooth
12-15 Credits
Summer Programs
At Trinity College
Dublin
THAT REMIND&ME,ck />N oLD ~YING--
ONLY TWo TflINGg,ARE INEVITABLE:
D£A.Tfl AND.. ·UH... t-loW, WHAT THE
~ECK l~ THE O1lIiR ONE ... l'
Conn Orchestra's Concert
New London.
Connecticut ... The Connecticut
College Orchestra. under the
direction of Clara Zahler. will
perform its fall concert on
November 9.1986. at 3:30 p.m.
in Dana Concert Hall. Cumm-
ings Art Center. at Connecticut
College. Admission is free of
charge.
The concert will feature works
by Beethoven.' Mendelsshon.
Debussy. Bartok. and lves.
A new edition of the Ives
work, "The Unanswered Ques-
tion." will be a Connecticut
premiere. Noet Zahler, assis-
tant professor of music at Con-
. necucm Co\\eg.e~t"econs\t"uc\ed
Ives' original pencil sketches at
the Yale University Music
Library. This discovery shows
that Ives wrote two versions of
the work. one in 1906 and
another in the 1930's.
Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh-
sponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built 5.5. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India,Turkey, the Soviet Union.Yogoslavia
and Spain. .
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
theworid.
For full information, including a catalog and application, call
1_800_854_0195/1_412_648_7490in PA.Or write Semester at Sea,
Institute for Shipboard Education, 'Semester at Sea' prese~1s a
U' rsity of Pitts burgh l:J speciat slide show: Hames
rove, Room.library:Tues..
2E Forbes Quadrangle, Oct. 28, 4,00 p.m.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Studenls, faculty
staff. alumni are
15260. invited. Financial
Then prepare for the assistance avail-
learning adventure of abte to qualified
lif students.your ue.
The WOrld IsStill
The
OfAll
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8e The Connecticut College Film
~ Society is a student organization
which shows old movies and
foreign films twice a week.
These films are shown on
Wednesday nights in Oliva Hall
and on Sunday nights in Dana
Hall. Admission fee is $2.00
and all movies are open to the
public.
The Film Society began as an
indepenent organization in 1978,
and this year for the first time it
has become a campus club,
receiving some funds from the
school.
Attendance is regularly good,
though usually less for foreign
films than for domestic ones; the
greatest attendance seems to be
for 1940's and 50's classics. All
of the money which the club
makes goes back into funding
other movies.
There are 17 members of the
Film Society, who hold a
meeting each term at which they
decide which films to show for
the following semester. The
movies are ordered from various
film houses by catalog. Twice a
Conn Film Society
b~'Tim Zigler
The College Voice
OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps
is an exhilarating two
year experience that
wiil last a lifetime.
Working at a
professional level that
ordinarily might take
years of appren-
ticeship back home,
volunteers find the
career growth they're
looking for and enjoy
a unique experience
in the developing
world.
International
firms and government
agencies value the
skills and knowledge
mastered during
Peace Corps service.
INFORMATION & FILM:
Oct. 28 - 7:00 p. m.
Career Counseling and
Placement Office
;'~ _'_ .t.
INTERVIEWS:
Oct. 29 from 9 - 5 pm
Career Counseling and
Placement Office
Call (203) 447-7625
Peace Corps
The toug hest job
vou'll ever love.
week, after each showing, the
members meet to discuss the
film.
From time 10 time the club
members set up special events,
such as Humphrey Bogart Week
in September, when classic
Bogart movies were shown
every night for a week. They
plan to hold an all night film
festival next semester with about
twelve hours of continuous
movies. Weekend festivals have
also been tentatively planned in
coordination with the Coast
Guard Academy.
The reactions of students
which were contacted for this ar-
ticle were generally positive. As
one student said, "Film is one
art form that is exclusive to
modern culture. It is a relevant
media in that it looks closely at
ou r society.' t Said another, "
The Film Society is the only
place in this area where you can
see good films as opposed to or-
dinary commercial movies ."
N.L. Ensemble
New London. Conn ... The New
London Contemporary Ensem-
hie will perform "Music Here
and There" at 8:00p.m ..
November 7. 1986 in Dana Con-
cert Hall. Cummings Arts
Center. Connecticut College.
The program will focus on
music from England. France.
Italy. and America. Included in
the program will be works by
'HE FAR SIDE
Boulez , Crumb. Reich. and
Francis Thorne.
Thorne. President of the
American Compcser ts Or-
chestra. will be on hand to talk
about his works and meet with
the audience at a reception irn-
mediatley following the concen.
For additional information,
call 447·7706. Tickets are $5.00
General Admission, and $2.50
for students and senior citizens.
By GARY LARSON
The Pillsbury Doughboy meets Frank's
Asphalt and Concrete Paving service.
Mystic Publications, Inc.
Baritone Christopher Trakas.
Trakas
b)' Brian Field
The College Voice
"This particualr piece re-
quires an unusual amount of
concentration. ,. said American
baritone Christopher Trakas
regarding his performance. on
Saturday, October 18. of Franz
Schubert's "Die Winterreise ' at
Dana Recital Hall.
"Die Winterreise" is a
twenty-four song cycle based on
the poetry of an early
nineteenth-century German
poet. Wilhelm Muller.
The story relates the continua-
tion of a previous
"song-drama" by Schubert.
"Die Schoene" Mullerin , ,. which
happily describes a wandering
man-wbe- faBs-in- Ieve-wuh. the
daughter of a miller. Soon
however. a rival for the girl's af-
fections appears and eventually
steals her away from him.
In "Die Winterreise," a con-
sistently tragic story. the man
vows to wander the earth in a
powerful state of despair. He
wanders hopelessly in search of
his lost happiness and eventually
prays for a speedy death which
does not come.
Trakas' performance of this
fine piece was virtually flawless.
His voice was rich in tone and
his diction was very clear.
Equally impressive was the
emotional portrayal of the
wandering man- very expressive
and sincere.
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It was perhaps this intense.
sincere and emotional response
that caused Trakas to become a
little too flamboyant in the
fourth song "Erstarrung' ', The
tempo was very brisk and he
took too big a breath on one oc-
casion, consequently rushing a
few notes together. Aside from
this small detail however. the
performance and interpretation
was moving.
Equally impressive was
Steven Blier, Trakas' accom-
panist. who mastered the most
difficult of the piano accom-
paniments with grace and ease.
Blier's artistry complimented
Trakas'; never was the piano
domineering, rather it provided
a subtle backdrop for the singer.....
Both Trakas' and Bljer.'s
previous achievements are also
impressive. In 1983. Trakas
won the Young Artists Interna-
tional Auditions and in 1985 the
Naumberg Vocal Competition.
He has also performed
numerous operatic roles.
Blier, a Julliard School
graduate, has performed at the
Aspen Music Festival and the
Chautauqua Festival. He has ac-
companied a great number of
fine vocalists in recital, in-
cluding Alan Titus and Gianna
Rolandi.
The performance on October
18, was of excellent caliber: it
was musical, expressive, true to
the score, emotional and above
all. highly professional.
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Sports Profile
by Dave Gross
The College Voice
On Thursday, October 9, of
this year, the men's soccer var-
sity team hosted and defeated
Clark University by a score of
4-0, In victory they played ter-
rific. It was CONN's first win
in soccer ever against Clark.
The fans greatly savored the
game, but to the Clark coach,
they enjoyed it too much,
One sophomore fan repeatedly
heckled the Clark goalkeeper.
This brought the Clark coach
away from his bench and over to
the CONN fan, where he stated,
"Your team has a lot of class, I
don't see why your fans can't act
the same."
Now, one can argue whether
the coach had a right coming
over in the first place to address
the crowd, For our purposes
that aspect isn't important.
What is important is that the
Clark coach is not the first to
leave here vemoaning about our
fans. The "lack of class" state-
ment has been often used follow-
ing hockey games, but men's
rugby, lacrosse, and soccer must
also be included.
Are our fans classless? Or is
fan heckling part of the game
and we are no different from
other schools? The opinions on
the campus vary greatly.
Kevin Wolfe, the men's varsi-
ty goalie, says that he's proud of
the CONN fans. "They have a
lot of spirit. At other schools,
the fans don't cheer. Here the
fans are loud, very visible, and
quite supportive. Anyway,
heckling is all part of the game
as long as it's in reason. It gets
bad if the fans get physically
abusive. You know like throw-
ing stuff 'at player~. If other
teams think we show no class,
well we're not supposed to be
nice guys."
Sosha Lazor, a junior power-
forward on the men's basketball
team, echoes Wolfe's sentiments
On heckling. "Being abusive is
fine as long as it doesn't get out
of hand. Most of the time at
basketball games the fans will
get on with a funny name. But
Our fans weren't bad. You want
to see classless fans, go to Col-
by. They're harsh."
Lacrosse captain Jon Rosen-
son also approves of CONN
fans' attitudes .• 'Rowdiness and
abusing the opponent, that's just
part of sports. I'll tell you, I've
seen a lot worse fans, like
Wesleyan and Colby."
Fran Shields,CONN's lacrosse
coach expands on Rosenson' s
CONN FANS
thoughts.
"What I like most about the
CONN fan is that they've
always been very supportive.
They've always come, even
though our team hasn't always
won in the past.
"Our fans are some of the best
in NESCAC. It seems as if
some of the other schools
already have a sports tradition.
Their fans seem complacent.
Whereas, here at CONN, sports
still are kind of new. We're
making our tradition now. Peo-
.pIe have a strong interest now. "
"What I don't like about the
fan at hockey games," said
Shields, who is also an assistant
hockey coach, "is when they
continually ..hang.on the gjass.or
throw stuff on the ice. When
they do this, our team gets
penalties. It distracts from the
coaches' attention if we have to
be thinking about the fans all the
time. In that sense the fans
aren't supporting the team."
••In some respects the fans are
overly abusive," says
sophomore rugby player John
Natale. "It's especially true at
Coast Guard games. I don't
think it's good, but I sometimes
do it also."
Another soccer player, Junior
Derek Shoffner, is proud of
CONN fans but he thinks at
t.imes they go overboard.
"When they're just hazing the
other team, that's fine. I don't
like when they start swearing. I
definitely bum when they cbant
'bullshit', But in general, I
think CONN has really good
fans."
How do some of the fans feel?
'Sophomore Ted Mulcahy and
Junior Leslie Williams both had
praise for the CONN fans. They
echoed many others in pointing
out CONN's support.
K.B. Housefellow Greg Eaton
agrees with Mulcahy and
Williams. He said, "I don't
think the fans are a problem.
Being rowdy is part of being a
fan. If that's classless, then I
guess we are, but I don't think
there's anything wrong with
that. We're good fans."
A dissenting view came from
Freshman Louis Van Order.
"I've only been to the soccer
games, but it seems to me
there's no positive cheering.
Two guys standing behind me at
last Saturday's game got me
mad: It was a good, exciting
game [Conn vs. Trinity, Conn
won 2-0] but these guys got
bored. I heard them say, 'This
is beat, let's go behind the net
and ,heckle Trinity's goalie.' It
seems to me that people just go
to the game as a social event."
Van Order is not the only one
who thinks of the game as just a
social gathering. Sophomore
Sandy Sasic stated that she goes
to games to see friends on the
teams and the ones in the crowd.
Lazor agrees "It's just
another social event. People just
walk by and check out the game.
There are three kinds of fans.
The ones who go for the social
aspect, the people who go
because they have friends on the
team, and the real
knowledgeable fans."
None of this explains why the
fans are so abusive. As with
whether our fans show any
class, the opinions for reasons
why for the abusivenss varies.
Shields believes "Kids heckle
at games because they know
they can say what they want
because they'll be backed up by
their friends. Plus fans are
knowledgeable. They know if
they distract the other team, they
can give CONN an advantage
Take Trinity's hockey goalie,
Arty Fitzgerald. Now he's a
good goalie, but you can easily
upset him. The fans see this and
they heckle to take away his con-
centration. "
Rosenson believes rowdiness
is part of sports but he goes on to
question its purpose.
"I think hard core heckling
has more of a place in a profes-,..------------------,
-Cross Country ~
Schiffer of Hartford. Jeff I:;
Ramsey and Mark Corliss abo 2-
turned in strong performances :-
for the Camels, finishing tied for co
12th with a time of 31 :51. ;;-
"The team's overall perfor- ~.
mance seems to improve every
week. The rigorous training
schedule should yield better
results in the season's final
meets," according to Corliss.
Other Camel finishers includ-
ed Geoff Anderson, who finish-
ed 15th overall with a time of
33:47, Volker Schmitz, who
placed 16th with a time of
34: 13, and Ed Sutter, who
checked in 18th with a time of
35:08.
Men's
by John Caret
The College Voke
The Connecticut College
Men's Cross Country Team suf-
fered a defeat, bowing to Clark
and the University of Hartford
on Saturday, October 18th.
Hartford finished first in the
8000 meter race with a score of
23, followed by Clark and the
Camels, with scores of 45 and
58 respectively.
Another strong effort was
turned in by Junior Geoff
Perkins, who finished second in
the race with a time of 28'52
just 25 seconds behind And;e";
sionai arena. The pros are paid
and that's a factor they have to
deal with. At the intercollegiate
level, people are just playing for
desire. It seems kind of inap-
propriate that he should be ver-
bally abusing these people. I
guess it all has to do with crowd
mentality, At least it's a safe
setting in which to vent some
anger. But I really don't see its
purpose or place."
Williams disagrees.
"I don't think college heckl-
ing is any different from the
pros. It's all a form of self ex-
pression. CONN's really
hungry for a winner and the
spirit's there."
Most of the time the hec\ding
rs done by a minor\\"'j ot pe<l'P\e.
They kind of. as Rosenson said,
"get the ball moving."
Halloween Shop
ha. what you're
looking tori
New London Mall
443-8548•
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The College Voice/ "Notice to all students:"
WCNI-FM News Fall semester textbooks
Wednesdays at 6
are now being returned to
publishers. Please com-
News, Sports plete your purchases to.
Interviews avoid disappointment. Best
Commentary
wishes for a happy and
succesatull semester!
WCNI91.1 FM The Bookshop
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The Team To Beat
by Gregory Lon~
The Ccnege Voice
In front of a rowdy Homecom-
ing crowd. [he Connecticut Col-
lege Men's Soccer Team proved
to everyone that. in Coach Bill
Lessig's words. "they're the
team to beat. ,.
CONN stopped Williams,
3-2, extending their win" streak
to eight and, more importantly,
assuring them a spot in ECAC
post-season play.
CONN appeared shaky in the
first half, allowing Williams to
strike first with a goal that snuck
by Junior goalkeeper Kevin
Llldy
Wolfe amid mass confusion in
front of the CONN goal.
Admittedly, Lessig did not
like the way the game was shap-
ing up.
"We were down one, and
frankly, I didn't know what to
do. We've never been behind
and pulled out a win."
CONN came back to tie the
game when Sophomore striker
Jeff Geddes literally took the
ball from the Williams
goalkeeper and poked it in,
unassisted.
The second half featured a
stronger CONN performance as
Freshman Ed Schauster and
Kickers Beat
by Doug Hobbs
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Women's Soccer Team recently
improved its record to 6 wins, 5
losses with a significant 2-1 vic-
tory over NIAC opponent
Wellesley.
CONN opened up the scoring
with just lO seconds remaining
in the first half. Freshman
sweeper Ann Carberry notched
the goal on an assist by junior
midfielder Christa Burgess.
CONN outshot the visiting
Wellesley team 15-2 !n the first
half.
CONN carried their 1-0 lead
into the second half and con-
tinued their onslaught on the
Wellesley goal. Wellesley then
began mounting their own offen-
sive threats thirty minutes into
the second half. Their per-
sistence paid off, as Wellesley
tied the game at 1-1.
Ken Kline. coach of the team.
reflected that "CONN's
defenders got a little disorganiz-
ed" on the play that Wellesley
scored.
CONN clawed its way back
into control and moved into a
Sophomore Todd Taplin scored,
making a miscue by goalie
Wolfe in the waning minutes,
meaningless. The ball dropped
in front of the CONN goal and
was punched in by Williams.
"I didn't know whether to
keep the ball or knock it over the
post," the CONN goalie said.
With the game-ending horn,
the crowd erupted into hugs and
high-fives.
"I'm numb," said Wolfe. "I
can't feel anything."
When the euphoria subsides,
CONN will travel to Nichols
(10/28) and face a third-ranked
Middlebury squad at home. ,
W1!llesley
2- I lead with 3 minutes left in
the game. Burgess scored the
winning goal on a one-on-one
with the Wellesley goalkeepr.
Sophomore forward Jennifer
Fulcher assisted Burgess on the
goal.
Kline commented that
"CONN really dominated the
first half. We really played
well. "
CONN outshot Wellesley
25-11 in the contest. CONN's
sophomore goalkeeper Laurie
Victor chalked up 5 saves while
her Wellesley counterpart made
IS saves.
Lacrosse Goes West
The Connecticut College
Men's Lacrosse Team has
already begun fund-raising ef-
fans for their Spring Break trip
to California in March. The
Jamaica Reggae Sunsplah on
October 18 was the first of such
efforts. Theparty was a success
and the team wishes to extend its
gratitude for the great campus-
wide support.
In the following article, Fran
Shields, now in his seventh year
as head coach of men 's lacrosse,
discusses the team's plans for
the California trip.
by Fran Shields
Head Coach
Connecticut CoDege Men's lacrosse
Special to the Voice.
After six straight appearances
in the annual Suncoast Lacrosse
Tournament in Tampa, Florida,
this year the-men 's lacrosse team
will instead spend their Spring
Break in Los Angleles, Califor-
nia.
The California trip has many
advantages. First, the team
needs to work out in warmer
climates while it is stiU snowy
and cold in New England.
The team will also play four
regular-season contests in
California against Claremont
College (March 10), Whittier
College (March (2), U-C Santa
Barbara (March 14), and UCLA
(March 17). The Suncoast
Tournament, while beneficial,
has never counted on the regular
schedule. The California games
will be official games on
CONN's record.
The team hopes that the local
Connecticut College alumni club
in the L.A. area will attend
games and organ~ post-game
Sports with Marc LaPlace wcx I 91.1 FM
gatherings at the facilities of host
schools.
The host school for the CONN
squad will be Whittier College
in Los Angeles. CONN will
have the use of their practice
fields and locker room facilities
throughout the IO-day stay.
Other lacrosse teams have
visited this new lacrosse area.
Bates, Middlebury, M.LT., and
Hobart are just a few of the
schools to have played games in
California in the past few years.
CONN's 1987 squad, captain-
ed by Seniors Tom Reiling, Jon
Rosenson, and Clem Butt, has
15 Freshman players and 20
returning players ready to com-
pete for the varsity squad begin-
ning February 15. Losing only
three seniors in 'S6 and having a
senior-dominated team, the
Camel laxmen are looking for-
ward to a banner year.
Wednesdays 6 P.M.
Sports Editor
The Cortege Voice
***HOMECOMING SOCCER GAME 1986***
CONN 3 - WILLIAMS 2
OAKES AMES, President of Connecticut College, said he
couldn't take his eyes off the CONN soccer game on Saturday.
"I'm surprised more people aren't watching, -, Ames said. "It's a
great game. The second goal (Freshman Ed Schausters head shot)
was a classic. It was the prettiest play I've ever seen."
* * *
CAPTAINS' COMMENTS: GARY ANDREWS, JIM
CROWLEY, and MIKE ROSENBERG, three captains on last
year's CONN team, said that they really missed being out on the
field.
"It hurts to be just a fan," Crowley said. "You know what
they're going through out there; you want to be with them."
Andrews agreed that watching instead of playing was tough to get
used to.
"You want go out there and run around," Andrews said. "It
makes you wish the alumni game was tomorrow. ,.
* * *
MORE CAPTAINS' COMMENTS: JON PERRY ('78),
STEPHEN LITWIN ('79), DAVID GELLER ('81), and STEVE
BARNARD ('82), all of whom were CONN soccer captains,
unanimously agreed that this year's team is CONN's best ever.
"It's inspiring," Perry said. "We're playing caliber teams and
we're beating them. There's been a lot of progress."
Litwin was equally impressed with the team.
"There's no question about it," Litwin said. "It's the best
CONN team ever. From front to back, they're the strongest."
* * *
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: The Sophomore soccer duo ofJE F
GEDDES and TODD TAPLIN earns the honors this week. Geddes
scored the first.goal.and Taplin notched the winner in Saturday's 3-2
victory over Williams.
Geddes has 13 goals and seven assists on the season, while Taplin
has scored nine and assisted on three.
Correction: Last week's sailing article was written by Jonathon
Pudney. Last week's men's soccer article was written by Gregory
Long.
Seven Sisters Tourney
by Michael CotTey
Kieran Xanthos
The College Voice
After two tough losses to
Trinity and Tufts over fall
break, CONN's field hockey
team rebounded to place third in
a field of eight in the Seven
Sisters Tournament last
weekend.
The team was shut out by
Trinity and Tufts 5-0 and 3-0
respectively. Despite the two
losses, Coach Peel Hawthorne
commended the play of the team
against what she calls "CONN's
toughest opponents." In the
match against Trinity,
Sophomore goalkeeper Lacy
Frazier amassed 25 saves, tying
Junior Sue Evans' mark set in
1985.
The following weekend, the
team, participating in the Seven
Sisters Tournament at Wellesley
won two of three matches to
garner a third place finish. In
the first match, CONN defeated
Mount Holyoke 3-1 to advance
to the next round guaranteeing at
least a fourth place finish.
In the second match, CONN
was beaten by Wellesley (who
placed second in the tournament)
by a score of 6-1. The only
CONN goal was scored by Junior
Michele Laine.
The final match saw CONN
beat Smith 4-2. For this match
Hawthorne brought Freshman
forward Cindi Lehman up from
the JV squad to make up for the
'hole' in the offense left by the
injured Sue Landau. Lehman
responded to the promotion by
playing well and scoring a key
goal.
The tournament was won by
nationally ranked Swarthmore,
who beat Wellesley, 2-1 in the
finals. Sophomore Sarah
Lingeman was named a11-
tournament and Michele Laine,
who scored in each of the three
games, was nominated.
CONN's final game is against
Division I opponent Fairfield
University. CONN will bring an
8-4 record into the match.
Coach Hawthorne sees them as
tough opponents. "We'll have
to play well to beat them."
CONN FANS
see page 11
